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Abstract—Heterogeneous embedded systems on chip (HESoCs)
are used in various application domains to combine general-
purpose computing with domain-specific, efficient processing ca-
pabilities. Such architectures present dedicated hardware acceler-
ators along with a general-purpose host processor. Programmable
manycore accelerators (PMCAs) are often utilized in HESoCs
as they offer high energy efficiency and ease of use at the
same time. Indeed, leading companies continue to advance their
heterogeneous products [1][2]. On the other hand, HESoCs with
PMCAs have been introduced by researchers to explore the
design space [3][4] or as real SoCs [5]. This work presents a
fully RISC-V heterogeneous SoC with a 64-bit Linux-capable
host CPU and a PMCA composed of 8 32-bit RISC-V cores
enhanced with ML and DSP extension.

I. MOTIVATION AND METHODOLOGY

Embedded devices have significant computational capabili-
ties nowadays. They run intensive workloads and process sig-
nificant amount of data gathered from multiple high-bandwidth
sensors. IoT processors need to feature flexible accelerators
to achieve high energy efficiency in multiple applications.
At the same time, these devices interact with the physical
word and hence require precise, predictable control. Thus,
intensive data processing and real-time control must coexist
on the same platform. Therefore, different kinds of processors
are needed. Starting from these requirements, we developed
a HESoC with a host CPU with four privilege levels and
memory virtualization support that can run full-featured OS
assisted by a PMCA for computationally intensive workloads.

This work has been made possible only thanks to open-
source hardware and software. On the hardware side, the
HeSoC is composed of well known open source IPs, such as
CVA6 [6] as host core and the Parallel Ultra Low Power cluster
[7] as accelerator. On the software side, we will leverage
the HERO project [4]. CVA6 will run a lightweight Linux
version and NuttX on top of the BAO hypervisor. User-level
applications will be able to offload computation on the cluster
when needed.

The project’s goal is to provide an open-source IoT pro-
cessor that combines full-fledged Operating Systems with a
low power programmable accelerator to achieve high energy
efficiency while at the same time offering a standard Linux-
based software environment.

II. CURRENT DEVELOPMENT

The project kicked off in May 2021. Mainly, two method-
ological approaches aided the development: RTL simulation
and FPGA prototyping. We had an initial version of the system
working on the Xilinx VCU118 board by the end of July.

From that point on, we carried out a massive testing and
integration effort that will end up with a 9mm2 tape-out in
Global Foundries 22-nanometer FDSOI technology in June.
The implemented chip will have four frequency domains:
CVA6, the cluster, the host domain and the peripherals. CVA6
is expected to work up to 900 MHz, while the cluster and the
host domain will work around 400 MHz. Such a configuration
will allow us to reach more than 1GOPs.

To validate the RTL, we set up a proper Linux boot flow on
the VCU118 and integrated many machine-level tests stressing
the cluster. Two ongoing primary efforts are tape-out-oriented
modifications and software development for lightweight host
to cluster offload and data sharing.

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, even though the project is still in the early
development stages, it can contribute to research and the open-
source hardware landscape. After the tape-out, we will focus
on the software stack and acceleration of the targeted applica-
tions, leveraging the communications overheads between host
and cluster and possibly enhancing the chip capabilities with
on-chip accelerators.
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